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was born in Brooklyn, New York, on August 2, 1871, a little over a century
ago. He died in New York, April 9, 1964. Elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1919, he lived to be one of its
older members (aged ninety-two). He greatly influenced the
course of biology in the United States, as it turned from a largely
descriptive into an experimental and analytical science. He was
one of the founders of the new discipline of general physiology,
through his own work and through his editorship of the Journal
of General Physiology, which he founded, with Jacques Loeb,
in 1918. He remained an editor for over forty-five years, and
trained many students who contributed to general physiology.
Winthrop Osterhout was the son of the Reverend John
Vanleuven Osterhout and Annie Loranthe Beman Osterhout,
the only child of Mr. and Mrs. R. Beman of Brooklyn. The
mother's family were English; she lived in Baltimore before
her marriage. The Osterhout family were Dutch, having come,
as the name implies, from the town of Oosterhout (East Wood)
south of the Rhine delta near Breda in the North Brabant
province of the Netherlands. Jan Jansen van Osterhout and his
wife, Annetje Gielis, came to New Amsterdam (later New York)
before 1653, and lived first in Brooklyn; they moved up the
Hudson, settling near Kingston. Later many family members
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lived in the vicinity of Ellensville, in Ulster County, and Winthrop's uncle William was a tanner in Tannersville, in the
Catskills.
There seem to be no New England ancestors to account for
the distinguished name of Winthrop, which may have been
given for some good friend. At the time of Winthrop's birth
his father was a Baptist minister in Webster, Massachusetts,
his congregation consisting largely of working people of very
small means. John Osterhout was an idealist who preferred to
minister to poor people, rather than seek a position at a
wealthier church. When Winthrop's mother and infant sister
died of typhoid fever in 1873, the boy was left without a nurse.
At first his father tried to care for the boy himself, and wrote
that "Winnie is a good little traveller," when he took his son
along wherever he went to preach. However, this arrangement
proved too difficult, and young Winthrop was sent to live with
his grandmother in Baltimore. This was apparently a happy
time, since Grandmother was easygoing and gave him much
freedom to play with boys of his own age on the street.
Meanwhile the elder Osterhout had remarried, but his
second wife died very soon, and Winthrop never knew her.
Finally, when he was eight years old, Winthrop moved to
Providence, Rhode Island, where his father had again remarried; here he grew up under the care of his stepmother, who
was good to him, although never very close; she was a somewhat
formal person who always addressed her husband as Mr. Osterhout, or "Mr. O." However, Winthrop knew her as Mother;
she lived into the third decade of the next century. The parents
had bicycles and took trips on them, but the boy was not included, and in general did not enjoy athletics. He did not
play games, not even tennis, and apparently did not have any
close boyhood friends that he could remember. In later life
his chief recreation was walking and rowing.
His father's church in Providence was also a poor one, and
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the family never enjoyed affluence. Winthrop attended Bridgham Grammar School and Providence High School; when he
was ten years old he got a job as errand boy in a bookstore,
where he had a chance to get acquainted with books. His employer liked him and allowed him to read; from then on most
of his leisure time was spent in reading. Finally, when he
entered Brown University in 1889, he was entranced by the collection at the library. He at least glanced into every book on
the shelves to see whether the contents interested him—a feat
possible in 1890 but scarcely in any present university library!
He was interested mainly in literature, and was elected class
poet; he probably would have become a teacher of literature
had not one of those chance happenings deflected him to science.
In his junior year he met Professor H. C. Bumpus, who had
recently come to Brown from Olivet (a small Congregational
college in Michigan that had a remarkable succession of good
biologists on its staff). Bumpus urged Osterhout to attend the
botany course at nearby Woods Hole, in the summer of 1892;
there the famous Marine Biological Laboratory, then only four
years old, was just getting established. Here were such biologists
as T. H. Morgan, E. G. Conklin, Frank Lillie, and Jacques
Loeb, who later became a very close friend. The teacher of the
botany course was W. A. Setchell, a recent Ph.D. of W. G.
Farlow's at Harvard and then Instructor at Yale.
Osterhout and Setchell often went on collecting expeditions.
Here began Osterhout's acquaintance with marine and freshwater algae—the organisms he was to exploit so successfully in
later research. One day he actually found Nitella in Nobska
Pond, though it was thirty years before its physiological advantages were recognized. (Fifty years later Osterhout was to
write Setchell's biography for the American Philosophical Society.)
Osterhout made such an impression on Setchell that the latter invited him to assist in the course next summer, which he
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did, immediately after graduating. Now he was given the opportunity to do independent research, and discovered an interesting
phenomenon in Rhabdonia tenera (now known as Agardhiella):
four spores, each capable of forming a new plant, could also
combine to form a single plant. This was the subject of Osterhout's first paper, in the Annals of Botany. He was also intrigued by plants living in brackish water, and tried some experiments that were the beginning of his later work on osmotic
pressure and salt effects in algae.
Osterhout returned to Brown in the fall of 1893 as Instructor in Botany, remaining for two years while he studied for the
M.A., which he took in 1894. He was able to spend the next
year in Germany, where so many young American scientists
then went for their graduate training. No doubt Setchell encouraged this move; in any case the young Osterhout chose
Bonn, where Eduard Strasburger was then at the height of his
fame as a plant cytologist. The great professor was very kind
and helpful, and the atmosphere of the laboratory was congenial; Strasburger made the students his friends. Here Osterhout met other young Americans: R. A. Harper, who took his
Ph.D. at Bonn that year and later taught at Wisconsin and
Columbia; and David Fairchild, who became the famous "plant
hunter" for the Bureau of Plant Introduction. (Curiously, in
view of Osterhout's later utilization of Valonia, Fairchild went
on from Bonn to Naples, where he investigated the cytology of
that genus.)
At Bonn Osterhout worked on the cytology and reproduction of the freshwater red alga Batrachospermum. It was necessary to collect the plants at all hours of the day and night to
find the proper stages—which led to some interesting conversations (in German) with farm dogs and also with the Polizei,
who were suspicious of the collecting equipment: dark lantern
and gummischuhen! These experiences no doubt contributed
to Osterhout's good command of the German language, which
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he read easily and spoke well. He published several papers in
German periodicals.
When the time came to return home in 1896, Osterhout had
a position awaiting again at Brown, but chose instead to move
west, to the University of California, then only 28 years old.
Setchell had preceded him to Berkeley as Professor of Botany,
and he appointed Osterhout as instructor in his department. At
this grade the young man remained for five years while he
completed his dissertation on the reproduction of Rhabdonia,
the alga on which he began work in Woods Hole. He was
awarded the Ph.D. degree in 1899 and was married the same
year to Anna Maria Landstrom, Winthrop's father coming out
from Providence to perform the ceremony. A daughter, Anna
(Mrs. Theodore Edison), was born in 1901 and another (Mrs.
Olga Osterhout Sears) four years later. Their aid in the preparation of this memoir is gratefully acknowledged.
Osterhout was promoted to Assistant Professor of Botany in
1901 and to Associate Professor in 1907. The years at Berkeley
were exciting and influential ones. The university, up to that
time an isolated and small institution, was beginning to take on
the stature of greatness that it later assumed, partly because of
the rapid growth of California, partly because of the competition of its new neighbor at Stanford, but mostly because of its
remarkable president, Benjamin Ide Wheeler (another graduate
of Brown). In a day of famous leaders, Wheeler was a great
builder and stimulator. One of his notable innovations was the
bringing of great scholars from Europe for a year; some of these
arrivals in science were Arrhenius from Sweden, de Vries from
Holland, and Ostwald from Germany (whose name meant the
same thing as Osterhout). There also came to Berkeley for a
period of eight years the brilliant physiologist Jacques Loeb,
who influenced Osterhout very greatly. There exists a photograph taken in 1905 showing de Vries beside an Oenothera
plant in the botanic garden, flanked with the portly Arrhenius
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and the ascetic slight figure of E. W. Hilgard, with Loeb smiling
beside them, and Osterhout (in "bowler" hat) in the back row.
It was a fruitful and stimulating society for a young scientist,
and it is not surprising that Osterhout's thoughts began turning
from cytology and morphology to physiology and physical chemistry. These were the days of Loeb's interest in artificial parthenogenesis (experiments on which were carried out in the
Herzstein Laboratory near Monterey), and "salt effects" were at
the center of the physiology of the day. Osterhout began looking
at algae from this point of view, noticing a perfectly natural
experiment. He observed the plants on the hulls of river steamers
going daily from the salt water of San Francisco Bay to the
mountain-fresh water of Sacramento. Those plants which survived could obviously tolerate wide ranges of salinity. He also
looked into the necessity of calcium to balance sodium, both in
algae and in the roots of higher plants; these observations were
the subject of several short papers. In addition, he wrote two
books. A remarkable one, entitled Experiments with Plants,
described simple, ingenious class exercises which could be performed with seeds, corks, and lamp chimneys. There was even
included a homemade balance, sensitive to one-tenth of a gram,
made from umbrella ribs! While this book was scorned by
sophisticated colleagues who remembered Pfeffer's laboratory,
its exercises were characteristic of Osterhout's "make-do" methods, and the book was still in use twenty years later in his Harvard
elementary class. I found it very useful when I began to teach
in a poorly equipped laboratory (ironically that of one of the
scorners noted above). Apparently others did also, for it was
translated into Dutch within two years, and later into Russian
(by none other than the distinguished plant physiologist, N. A.
Maximov). It might still be useful in underdeveloped countries.
It contained some illustrations from Luther Burbank, whom
Osterhout knew.
The other book, written in collaboration with the famous
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agricultural and viticultural expert E. W. Hilgard, was entitled
Agriculture for Schools of the Pacific Slope. While both books
might be regarded as economic potboilers, they added greatly to
the young botanist's reputation. At Berkeley, as his fame grew,
Osterhout attracted increasing numbers of graduate students,
among whom were A. A. Lawson, C. L. Williams, E. S. Byxbee,
H. T. A. Hus, N. L. Gardner, and H. D. Densmore, the last a
professor at Beloit College at the time of his work at Berkeley.
All of these students worked on cytological problems: polar
caps, spindle fibers, and the like. F. N. Magowan, however,
studied the effects of salts on plants, reflecting Osterhout's own
changing interests. Nathaniel L. Gardner, who was seven years
older than Osterhout, became one of his most distinguished
students, writing a large number of papers on Pacific Coast
algae, many in collaboration with Osterhout's professor,
Setchell. He and Osterhout went on collecting trips together—
perhaps on the one from Monterey to Big Sur, aboard a very
recalcitrant burro, which Osterhout recalled with amusement.
Berkeley had many charms—its genial climate, good times
at the Bohemian Grove, friendship with colleagues, and the
beginnings of the university's later greatness. But it was a
long way from other centers; except at Stanford there was
then little science west of Chicago, and the long trip east by
train was wearisome and expensive. Osterhout had not visited
Woods Hole for many years. Therefore it was not surprising
that in 1909 when Harvard offered him an assistant professorship, he accepted, despite the step down in rank—and a "munificent" salary of $1500 per year (paid quarterly, moreover, which
created financial problems on arrival in Cambridge). Loeb also
left Berkeley the next year, to join the Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research in New York.
In Cambridge, Osterhout inherited the laboratories just
vacated by G. L. Goodale—rooms in the "Agassiz Museum,"
that red-brick pile of New England mill architecture that
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still houses the Museum of Comparative Zoology, as well as the
geological, anthropological, and some botanical collections,
especially the "glass flowers" that attracted the tourists in flocks
past Osterhout's office on the second floor. It is not surprising
that later he carried on much of his research in a greenhouse in
the Botanical Garden several blocks away. M. L. Fernald was
in the Gray Herbarium; W. G. Farlow, Roland Thaxter, and
E. C. Jeffrey in the Museum.
With such a collection of stars, life was not easy. Jeffrey in particular was soon in open enmity, even threatening to "shoot that damn Dutchman." However, there were
many friendships as Well, especially with George Howard
Parker, the genial Professor of Zoology, who became probably
Osterhout's best friend in Cambridge. With him, and those
students who wished to attend, there were long walks on Sundays, often ending with a meal and red wine at the "Stella
d'ltalia" on the North Side of Boston. Osterhout became a
member of two clubs, one consisting mostly of Harvard professors in Cambridge, the other (the Thursday Club) meeting in
Boston and including prominent nonacademic people. President Lowell was always friendly. But still the salary remained
low (Harvard then paying in the currency of prestige), and
Osterhout had to eke out his earnings by teaching a course at
Radcliffe as well as a Saturday morning extension course for
teachers. He never owned an automobile, and he could be
seen walking home to Buckingham Street in the evening, carrying a Harvard green baize bag full of papers and calculations,
and lost in plans for the next day's experiments. About this time
he taught himself mathematics, which now began to play an
important part in his work.
Among his friends were the chemists G. P. Baxter, A. B.
Lamb, and Theodore Richards, who was soon to be the first
American to receive the Nobel Prize in chemistry. They appreciated his applications of chemistry to biology, and he estab-
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lished good "diplomatic relations" with them so that his students
could quickly obtain advice in their work—an invaluable asset of
being in a famous university.
In the summer of 1910 he returned to Woods Hole, where
he worked almost every summer for the next dozen years. He
was elected a trustee of the Marine Biological Laboratory in
1919, remaining on the board for thirty years. Now began a
most fruitful period of research, when he employed a new
organism for studying salt and other permeability effects, and a
new technique (for biology) to measure them. The organism
was the brown alga or kelp, Laminaria; the technique, electrical
resistance of the tissue. The thin blade of the kelp was cut
by a cork-borer into small disks and arranged in columns, like
a pile of pennies, then inserted into a Kohlrausch bridge, such
as was used for measuring the conductivity of electrolytes. The
conductivity of the tissue was assumed to represent the permeability of its cells to the ions of the bathing solution. He was
perhaps influenced in the choice of this technique by his friendship with Arrhenius, who had recently developed his theory
of ionic dissociation. The current source was a tuning fork
oscillator of 1000 Hertz, detected by a telephone. Of course,
this circuit really measured impedance, but it was, because of the
large number of cells in series, adequate for the purpose. His
results were later confirmed with direct current resistance
measurements by the writer.
Osterhout's procedure had the great advantage of giving
quantitative measurements of changes in permeability from
moment to moment, permitting the construction of time curves
which could be used for calculation and prediction. It was
found that the resistance remained high and constant in seawater, for long periods. On the other hand, a single salt, such
as NaCl of the same conductivity, produced an immediate fall
of resistance; if the exposure was continued for some hours,
the fall was all the way to that of a dead tissue, completely
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permeable. Conversely, the resistance recovered if seawater was
restored before the resistance had fallen all the way to the dead
value. Thus injury and recovery were shown quantitatively.
Some divalent ions such as Ca, on the other hand, caused a
rise of resistance at first, even to 60 or 70 percent above normal,
which would be maintained for some time before falling,
eventually to the dead value. Again there was recovery if the
tissue was restored to seawater soon enough. However, if a mixture of the two salts (e.g., 97.5 percent Na, 2.5 percent Ca) was applied, each injurious alone, the tissue remained undamaged, the
resistance maintaining its normal value, neither rising nor
falling for long periods. Obviously a balanced solution had
been attained between two ions (each separately injurious), and
the principle of salt antagonism beautifully and quantitatively
demonstrated. Varying mixtures of these salts, as well as others,
were studied, as were the effects of acid and alkaline seawater,
anesthetics, surface active substances, etc. The method was
employed as well by several of Osterhout's students, and a great
number of papers described the results, at first largely in Science,
then in other journals. These studies were summarized in a
series of Lowell Lectures, given in Boston in 1922, and assembled in a book entitled Injury, Recovery and Death in Relation to Conductivity and Permeability, published in a new
series, "Monographs on Experimental Biology," of which Osterhout was an editor, along with Jacques Loeb and T. H. Morgan.
It was one of Osterhout's best books, carefully written and
demonstrating his facility in mathematics; but the assumptions
used, a series of consecutive reactions in which a hypothetical
substance M is formed by the reaction A —» M, and decomposed
by the reaction M -» B, controlled by Ca and Na, respectively,
were not directly demonstrated. This was the culmination of
the Laminaria work, other matters now beginning to occupy
Osterhout's attention. Indeed, only four or five more papers
on these topics were published in the new periodical founded
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by Loeb and Osterhout, the Journal of General Physiology, of
which the first number appeared in September 1918. Osterhout
remained an editor for forty-five years. The journal was the
main place of publication for him and his students and collaborators thereafter.
Volume I, No. 1 of J.G.P. contained a description of a new
method of measuring respiration and photosynthesis, namely
by the color changes produced in pH indicators by the production or utilization of CO2. The first article (written with
A. R. C. Haas) utilized this principle to study the "induction
period" of photosynthesis; the second described an apparatus to
circulate air from reaction chamber to indicator by means of a
rubber bulb, with a soda lime tube to absorb CO2. This
apparatus was run with a motor and was dubbed the "Mills of
the Gods"; it was the basis of a number of dissertations by
students. Students doing their doctoral work on this or other
problems were (as far as I can ascertain) W. T . Bovie, G. B.
Reed, A. R. C. Haas, S. C. Brooks, M. M. Brooks, O. L. Inman,
G. B. Ray, F. G. Gustafson, W. O. Fenn, Oran L. Raber, S. F.
Cook, C. J. Lyon, P. A. Davies, and L. R. Blinks. This seems a
small list for sixteen years, but Ph.D. factories were smaller in
those days. Some half dozen of these students predeceased Osterhout; others went on to productive careers, two becoming
members of the National Academy of Sciences.
Osterhout was promoted in 1913 to the rank of Professor,
at the age of forty-two, four years after his arrival in Cambridge.
For much of his Harvard career he was in charge of the elementary botany course, which he enlivened with simple but
dramatic experiments, many of which could be demonstrated in
lectures. He was a polished, effective speaker, who enjoyed
making startling statements, and was not above showmanship
when it could illustrate a point. He had to do this, he later
explained, to keep the interest of Harvard's gilded youth, some
of whom even brought bulldogs to class and aimed at the
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Gentleman's C, in the days before the "Intellectual Renaissance"
on the Charles. (Among his advisees was Vincent Astor, who
was always accompanied by a bodyguard!) His advanced lectures,
on the other hand, were serious, carefully studied efforts, filled
with the latest research results, often freshly published in the
newest J.G.P. Although his courses in plant physiology continued to bear the Pfefferian rubrics "Assimilation and Respiration," or "Growth, Irritability, and Reproduction," they were
actually more and more concerned with the newest theories of
enzyme action and of cellular permeability—in other words,
general physiology. Indeed, for a long time his classes were the
only place in Harvard College where practical work in biochemistry could be studied. L. J. Henderson, who taught biological chemistry, offered no laboratory; Otto Folin was at the
Medical School, many miles away in Boston. Osterhout's courses
consequently attracted many able students, not only in botany,
but from zoology, and from the Bussey Institution, a dozen
miles away. Through much of his stay in Harvard, Osterhout
was faithfully assisted by Lee Morrison, who also performed
many of the Laminaria experiments, and was addressed by some
students as "Professor Morrison."
Around 1921 the emphasis changed to study of large coenocytic algae, at first Nitella and Chara, from each cell of
which a drop of vacuolar sap could be drained, either for
analysis of the sap (which was found to be very different from
the surrounding solution), to follow its changes on injury, or
to study the penetration of new substances from outside. Osterhout's first paper on Nitella dealt with the rate of loss of chloride
ions under injury (e.g., by chloroform), determining chloride in
the sap by microtitration. He also measured the fall of electrical
impedance of Nitella under injury, but the method (at 1000
cycles) was not capable of showing very great changes, on account of the cell's high capacitance. (Direct current was later
employed by the writer, with much higher resistance values
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demonstrable.) Beginning in 1922, a start was made on bioelectric measurements with Nitella, under a Carnegie Institution grant, which enabled E. S. Harris to assemble electronic
equipment and literally make a string galvanometer. The study
of dye penetration into Nitella also began at this time, in
collaboration with Marian Irwin, a recent Ph.D. student of
G. H. Parker.
In 1923 work with giant marine algal cells began. Years
earlier, at Osterhout's suggestion, R. P. Wodehouse, then a
Harvard graduate student, had gone to Bermuda in 1916 and
studied the vacuolar sap of Valonia macrophysa. This is a
coenocytic alga, the large cells of which can each yield one ml
or more of sap with a minimum of contamination by seawater.
Wodehouse found potassium to be abundant, while sulfate
was absent, in the sap. W. J. Crozier in 1919 found the pH of
the sap to be about 6, while that of the seawater was 8.1 or so.
Crozier had also sent to Osterhout a large volume of sap from
Valonia for careful chemical analysis by L. M. van der Pyl in
Baxter's laboratory at Harvard. The analysis confirmed Wodehouse's qualitative findings. K was found to be 40 times as
concentrated in the sap as in seawater, while Na was one-fifth to
one-sixth as concentrated: K was accumulated, Na was partially
excluded. Cl was a little higher in the sap than in seawater,
while SO4 was excluded (as was Mg).
The stage was now set for the study of Valonia at its place
of growth; it was necessary to go to Bermuda for this. A grant
(not at all common in those days) was obtained from the
Rockefeller Institute, a sabbatical leave was arranged for the
first term of the college year, and in the summer of 1923 Osterhout took the Fort Victoria of the Furness line to Bermuda.
His assistant was Mr. M. J. Dorcas, from the Chemistry Department at Harvard; the writer joined the two in the autumn, and
work began in earnest on Valonia at the Biological Station.
This year was possibly the happiest in Osterhout's life; he
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had not been out of the United States since his student days
in Germany, there were no interruptions, and he enjoyed the
calm beauty of Bermuda (without automobiles then). His knee,
injured in a mountain climb just before, prevented much walking, but there was the daily row back and forth between the
Grasmere Hotel (where we lived) and Agar's Island (where we
worked). Dorcas studied the entrance of CO2 into the sap and
later compared the saps of Valonia macrophysa with stranded
"sea bottles" (then regarded as V. ventricosa). He found large
differences, the latter cell not accumulating potassium at all.
The anomaly was shifted to another genus when the writer
identified the Bermuda "sea bottle" as a Halicystis (from a different natural order) and named it H. Osterhoutii. But the
Pacific Coast Halicystis does accumulate K! In 1923, Osterhout
made the first measurements of potential difference across the
protoplasm of Valonia, using a Compton electrometer. The P.D.
was small (five to ten millivolts), but could be greatly increased
by immersing the cell in natural or artificial sap, indicating a
pronounced asymmetry of the protoplasm. The cause of such
asymmetry (found in several marine algae) is still not thoroughly
understood fifty years later. It is formally explained, and in
Halicystis demonstrated by vacuolar perfusion, that the cell's
plasma membrane and its tonoplast differ in their relative
permeability to ions.
Osterhout enjoyed the lively scene at the Hamilton waterfront market on Saturday nights; there were tropical fruits,
brought in from the West Indies and exposed for sale under
kerosene lamps, with haggling over price and condition often
becoming intense. Such evenings might end in having a beer
at the Windsor Palm Garden, but more often in listening to
the Salvation Army songs and preaching. Perhaps these awoke
boyhood memories of Baptist services (which left little other
trace except a good fund of biblical quotations). At this time
he also began taking black and white pictures of sunsets with
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a simple Brownie camera; some were quite spectacular. It was
his only hobby. He was given a folding vest-pocket Kodak for
Christmas that year, but he preferred the Brownie. He had a
suspicion of complicated apparatus and always did experiments
as simply as possible. He literally lived in his work; he kept
a pad of paper beside his bed at night, on which he could write,
in large flowing script, suggestions for the next day's experiments.
He had to return to Cambridge to offer his course shortly
after Christmas; in February Jacques Loeb came to Bermuda
on a holiday, only to die of a heart attack within a week. Loeb's
death ended the friendship that began in 1892. But it created a
vacancy in the Department of General Physiology at the Rockefeller Institute, to which Osterhout was called a year later. He
accepted gladly, for although he had been a most successful
teacher at Harvard, he had longed for time to do more research.
The opportunity now presented, to attack the many problems
posed by large algal cells, with adequate staff and fine equipment at the Institute, was irresistible. He gave his last class in
the spring of 1925, turned over his three remaining graduate
students to his successor, W. J. Crozier, and moved to New York
that autumn. With him went E. S. Harris and Marian
Irwin, to be joined by the writer in 1926. In Bermuda a branch
laboratory was set up in the Grasmere Hotel, with E. B. Damon
and W. C. Cooper, Jr., succeeding Dorcas.
Then began the most productive decade of Osterhout's life.
The Institute was a scientific paradise, with full time available
for research, and many associates, assistants, and technicians to
help him. The electrical measurements begun at Harvard on
Nitella were now pursued intensively by Harris, particularly
with regard to the effects of salts on the potential. Osterhout
discovered, in collaboration with Harris and the writer, that a
"disturbance," a potential variation very like that of a nerve
impulse, passed down the cell at a rate of about a centimeter per
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second, when the cell was stimulated in a variety of ways:
electrical, chemical, thermal, etc. While this had been partially
appreciated by Georg Hormann in 1898, it had been unstudied
until 1926 when amplifiers and faster recording instruments
(Einthoven string galvanometer) allowed it to be followed
in detail. (K. Umrath's papers began to appear three years later.)
A large number of papers, too numerous to refer to individually,
by Osterhout and Harris, later by Osterhout and S. E. Hill,
exploited this discovery, and uncovered many interesting analogies to nerve: fatigue, block, alternans rhythm, as well as a
most notable difference—conduction through a salt bridge to another cell. The mobilities of a number of ions in the cell
surface were investigated, both under normal conditions and
with seasonal alterations, effects of nonelectrolytes, and other
agents. The bibliography during the decade 1930-1940 indicates the wide range of these studies.
Meanwhile, in Bermuda, Cooper was carrying on studies
of the penetration of weak acids and bases, such as H2S, H 2 CO 3 ,
and NH 3 , into the vacuole of Valonia. It was found that these
penetrated more rapidly as undissociated molecules than as
charged ions and were therefore under control of the external
pH value. Ammonia actually accumulated in the vacuole, e.g.,
up to 0.1 M NH4C1 from 0.005 M in the sea water. This caused
the Valonia cells to float and was a tempting analog to the accumulation of potassium. However, the latter was not under
very great control by pH.
The laboratory next moved to an old part of "Undercliff,"
near the Grasmere, where E. B. Damon, A. G. Jacques, and L. L.
Burgess worked on bioelectric and chemical properties of the
cells. In New York, and later in Bermuda, the writer continued
studies of the electrical resistance and capacity of Valonia, Nitella,
and Halicystis, and Marian Irwin studied the penetration of vital
dyes in cells and models. The latter two investigators published
their results independently, the others usually collaborated with
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Osterhout, who became more and more the writer of his assistants' results. Almost every weekend was spent in the country,
writing or calculating; the load was heavy and the literary
quality of the papers occasionally suffered. In the decade 1926—
1936, some fifty joint papers appeared, as well as many by Osterhout alone. It is not surprising that important points were
inserted as footnotes, often in proof. The result made for difficult reading, and since no book summing up this work has ever
appeared, a great deal of important material is still buried in
footnotes, remaining to be rediscovered by future workers.
A totally different research also developed along the line of
ingenious models, by which the penetration of electrolytes into
cells could be partially explained. Particularly striking was a
mixture of p-cresol and guaiacol, separating two aqueous phases
of different pH. Accumulation of salt occurred on the acid side
(= "vacuole"), potassium being preferentially accumulated over
sodium. In the research on such systems Osterhout was assisted
by S. E. Kamerling, J. W. Murray, and W. M. Stanley (who was
later to become a Nobel laureate and famous for "crystallizing"
tobacco mosaic virus). Theodore Shedlovsky, Lewis Longsworth, and D. A. Maclnnes were especially helpful in the
physicochemical analysis of these models. One important concept developed from these studies was that of "carrier molecules," still a useful principle in discussions of cellular permeability.
Although Osterhout had not visited Europe since his student
days in Bonn, he was now able to travel again, and attended
the Botanical Congress at Cambridge, England, in 1930, saw
the Passion Play at Oberammergau, and visited the French
Colonial Exposition in Paris. He returned again in 1932 to
France and Holland, seeing de Vries once more. He had earlier
undergone an operation for glaucoma, saving one eye, but its
sight deterioriated slowly henceforth. In the winter of 1933
came an attack of atrial fibrillation, when he was sixty-one. It
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was brought under control with digitalis and other drugs, but it
appeared at the time that his activity must be greatly curtailed.
He was actually to live more than thirty years longer, owing to
expert medical care and devoted home nursing. He married
Marian Irwin at this time. (His first marriage had ended in
divorce the year before.)
His department began to break up; Damon and the writer
departed to other positions, as did Hill later. Jacques was
drowned in Bermuda in 1938, and the Bermuda laboratory
was given up. Most of the work of the next two decades was
carried on by Mrs. Osterhout and a number of technicians.
It is remarkable that so much important research was still accomplished and so many papers written (fifteen in 1935 alone).
In 1941 the whole volume of the J.G.P. was devoted to articles
by friends and associates, in honor of his seventieth birthday.
Osterhout never returned to Bermuda, but went regularly to
Cold Spring Harbor or Woods Hole in the summers and attended the spring meetings of the National Academy of Sciences
until about 1950. As his eyesight failed he kept in touch with
developments by having others read to him, and he dictated
papers after he could no longer see. Curiously, several of his
later papers were on the egg of Nereis, a marine worm, his only
work with animals. His last paper was a "summing up," written
for the Annual Review of Plant Physiology; readers are referred to it for further details of his work.
In his last few years he was bedridden, but he retained
clarity of intellect and dignity of bearing to the last. Winthrop
Osterhout died peacefully in St. Barnabas Hospital in New
York on April 9, 1964. His ashes are buried in the churchyard
of St. James the Less in Philadelphia, along with those of Marian
Irwin Osterhout, who died in 1973.
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CHRONOLOGY
1871
1889

Born Brooklyn, N.Y., August 2
Graduated from Providence (R.I.) High School; entered
Brown University
1892
Attended the Botany Course at the Marine Biological
Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts
1893
A.B., Brown University
1893-1895 Instructor in Botany, Brown University
1894
M.A., Brown University
1894-1895 Instructor in Botany (summers), Marine Biological
Laboratory, Woods Hole
1895-1896 Student of Eduard Strasburger, Bonn University
1896
First paper published, in Annals of Botany
1896-1901 Instructor in Botany, University of California
1899
Ph.D., University of California
Married Anna Maria Landstrom, Berkeley, California
1901
Assistant Professor of Botany, University of California
1905
Experiments with Plants published
1907
Associate Professor, University of California
1909
Assistant Professor of Botany, Harvard University
1910
Agriculture for Schools of the Pacific Slope published
(with E. W. Hilgard)
Fellow, American Academy of Arts and Sciences
1913
Professor of Botany, Harvard University
1917
Member, American Philosophical Society
1918
Journal of General Physiology founded (with Jacques
Loeb)
1919
Elected to National Academy of Sciences
Trustee, Marine Biological Laboratory
Hitchcock Lecturer, University of California
1920
Member, Board of Scientific Directors, Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research
1922
Colver Lecturer, Brown University
Lowell Lecturer (Boston)
1923
Began work on Valonia, Bermuda Biological Station
1925
Sedgwick Lecturer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
D.Sc. (Hon.), Harvard University
Member of the Rockefeller Institute
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D.Sc. (Hon.), Brown University
Attended International Physiological Congress (Boston)
Attended International Botanical Congress (Cambridge,
England)
Married (2d) Marian Irwin, New Castle, Delaware
Member Emeritus, Rockefeller Institute
Last paper published (Annual Review of Plant Physiology)
Died, New York City, April 9
MEMBERSHIPS

Member, National Academy of Sciences
Corresponding Member, Botanical Society of Edinburgh; Kungliga
Fysiografiska Sallskapet, Lund; Kaiserlich Leopold-Carolinische
deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher (Halle); Academy of Natural Sciences (Philadelphia)
Member, Washington and New York Academies of Science, American Society of Plant Physiologists, Botanical Society of America,
Society of General Physiologists, American Society of Naturalists,
American Philosophical Society, American Chemical Society,
American Physiological Society, Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine
Fellow, American Academy of Arts and Sciences, American Association for the Advancement of Science
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